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In 1964 Goldie [I] posed the problem of determining all rings with identity 
and minimal condition on left ideals which are faithfully represented on the 
right side of their left socle. Goldie showed in [I] that such a ring which is 
indecomposable and in which the left and right principal indecomposable 
ideals have, respectively, unique left and unique right composition series is 
a complete, blocked triangular, matrix ring over a skewfield. 
The general problem suggested above is very difficult. We do characterize 
those rings in which the principal indecomposable left ideals each contain a 
unique minimal left ideal (Theorem 4.1). It is sufficient to handle indecompos- 
able rings. Such a ring is also blocked triangular matrix ring. There exist 
r positive integers m, ,..., m, such that the i, jth block of a typical matrix is a 
mi x mi matrix with arbitrary entries in a subgroup Dii of the additive 
group of a fixed skewfield D. Each Dij is finite dimensional as a left vector 
space over the sub-skewfield Dii of D and Dri = D for all i. Conversely, 
we show in Section V that every matrix ring having this form is indecompos- 
able, faithfully represented on its left socle, and possesses the property that 
every principal indecomposable left ideal contains a unique minimal left 
ideal. 
Every principal indecomposable left ideal may well have a unique composi- 
tion series without the ring even having minimal condition on right ideals. 
We characterize this situation by defining a partial ordering p on {1,2,..., r} 
where we set $j if Dij # 0. Every principal indecomposable left ideal has 
a unique composition series if and only if p is a tree and every Dii is one 
dimensional over Dii (Theorem 5.7). 
We show (Theorem 2.2) that every ring A faithfully represented on its 
left socle is a unique subdirect sum of less complex rings A, ,..., A, having 
the same property. Each Ai has only one isomorphism class of minimal left 
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ideals and the minimal left ideals of different Ai are nonisomorphic as left 
A-modules. We give (Theorem 2.1) necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
ring which is a subdirect sum of rings having these properties to be faithfully 
represented on its left socle. In Section IV we show that each ring Ai is 
essentially a matrix ring over a skewfield Ei of the form 
The Qj come from faithful, irreducible matrix representations of certain 
skewfields over Ei . The bottom row is filled in by arbitrary elements of Ei . 
A natural generalization of rings in which every principal indecomposable 
contains a unique minimal left ideal are rings in which the indecomposable 
constituents of the left socle each meet a given principal indecomposable 
in at most one minimal left ideal. In fact, these are precisely the rings having 
the property that every principal indecomposable of the uniquely determined 
subdirect summands mentioned above contains a unique minimal left ideal 
(Theorem 3.5). In Section V we succeed in constructing a large class (but 
not all) of these rings. In that section, rings faithfully represented on their 
left socle are constructed from a given finite partial ordering, given skewfields, 
and given additive groups. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Unless otherwise specified, A will be a ring with identity and minimal 
condition on left ideals. All left and right A-modules, when they come into 
consideration, are assumed to be unitary. By the radical N of A we mean the 
Jacobson radical. 
An indecomposable left ideal I will be called a (left) principal indecom- 
posable ideal if I = Ae for some idempotent e. Any such idempotent e will 
be called a primitive idempotent. For the facts about principal indecompos- 
able ideals pertinent to this paper see [2], Chapter VIII. 
We define the right quotient (J : T) of a left ideal J in a two-sided ideal 
T of A to be {a E A 1 Tu c J}. In this terminology, the left socle S [or S(A) 
if it is necessary to specify the ring A] is simply 0 : iV. S is a two-sided ideal 
and is the largest completely reducible left ideal contained in A. 
The rings in which we are primarily interested are rings A in which 
0 : S(A) = 0. In other words, rings which act on the right side of their left 
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socle faithfully. In this case, we shall say that the ring is faithfully represented 
on its left socle. 
Notice that A cannot act on the left side of its left socle faithfully unless 
it is semisimple. In particular, a commutative ring which is faithfully repre- 
sented on its left socle must be a (finite) direct sum of fields. 
We note also: 
LEMMA 1.1. If 0 : S = 0 where S = S(A) and T is a two-sided ideal of A 
suchthatO:T=O,thenTZSandTS=S. 
Proof. Let L be any minimal left ideal of A. Since 0 : T = 0, TL = L. 
Thus,LCT.HenceSCT.Butthen,sinceO:TS=(O:T)S=O:S=O 
and TS C S, we have TS = S. 
The lemma essentially says that the left socle representation is the faithful 
representation of smallest degree that one may achieve by representing A 
(on the right) on its two-sided ideals. 
We now give an alternate characterization of rings which are faithfully 
represented on their left socle: 
THEOREM 1.2. A is faithfully represented on its left socle if and only if 
every minimal left ideal of A is module-isomorphic to an idempotent minimal 
left ideal of A. 
Proof. Let L be a minimal left ideal. Since eL # 0 for some primitive 
idempotent e, L is isomorphic to AelNe. If 0 : S = 0, SL # 0, so 
S(Ae/Ne) # 0. That is, SAe g Ne. Therefore, SAe = Ae since Ne is the 
unique maximal subideal of Ae. We have, Ne = NAe = NSAe = 0: That 
is, Ae is an idempotent minimal left ideal of A. 
For the converse, suppose that 0 : S # 0. By the minimal condition, there 
exists a minimal left ideal L such that SL = 0. If L is isomorphic to an 
idempotent minimal left ideal L’, L’L # 0. But L’L C SL, a contradiction. 
As an application of Theorem 1.2 we may show that a quasi-Frobenius 
ring cannot be faithfully represented on its left socle unless it is semisimple. 
For it is known ([Z], p. 401) that if A is quasi-Frobenius, every irreducible 
(left) A-module is isomorphic to a minimal left ideal of A. Let e be a primitive 
idempotent and suppose that A is faithfully represented on its left socle. 
Then, since Ae/Ne is irreducible, Ae/Ne is isomorphic to an idempotent 
minimal left ideal L. But L = Ae’ where e’ is a primitive idempotent. Thus 
Ne = 0 and A semisimple follows. 
The following lemma is basic and will be used repeatedly: 
LEMMA 1.3. If T is a two-sided ideal of A contained in S and satisfying 
T n (0 : T) = 0, then TI = T n Ifw every left ideal I of A. 
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Proof. Since T is a two-sided and I a left ideal, TIC T n I. Now let L 
be a minimal left ideal contained in T n I. Since L C T, L g 0 : T. So 
TL # 0. Since L is minimal, this implies: L = TL C TI. But 
T n I C S n I C S. Hence T n I is completely reducible. It follows that 
T n I as a sum of minimal left ideals, each of which is contained in TI by 
the above argument, is contained in TI. 
COROLLARY. If 0 : S = 0, SI = S n I for any left ideal I of A. 
We now restrict our attention to rings which are faithfully represented 
on their left socle. For these rings the socle itself has properties reminiscent 
of semisimple rings: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let L 1 ,..., L, be a full set of nonisomorphic, idempotent 
minimal left ideals of A. Let Si be the sum of all minimal left ideals isomorphic 
toLi.ThenSi=LiAandS=S,q*‘* i S, is the unique decomposition of S 
as a direct sum of indecomposable, two-sided ideals of A. 
Proof. Since L, C Si and Si is two-sided, L,A C Si . Let L: be any 
minimal left ideal isomorphic to Li . L,L; # 0 since L, is idempotent. There- 
fore, L,Li = Li . So Li C L,A. We have shown that Si = L,A. 
Now S = S, f -a. i S, follows from Theorem 1.2 and the fact that S 
is completely reducible. 
Let S = T, i a** i T, where the Ti are indecomposable two-sided ideals 
of A. For any Ti , we have by the corollary to Lemma 1.3 that 
Ti = S n Ti = ST, = c ST,. 
j 
It follows from the indecomposability of Ti that Ti C Sj , some j. 
On the other hand, every L, is generated by an idempotent: L, = Ae, . 
Now e,=e,,+e,,+.**+e,, where esi E Ti . Since the Ti mutually 
annihilate each other, it follows that the eDi form a set of mutually orthogonal 
idempotents. But e, is a primitive idempotent. So there can be only one 
epi; say eP = e,, , some q. We have L, = Ae, C T, . By the first part of the 
proof, S, = L,A C Td C T, . The desired result follows. 
COROLLARY. If T is a two-sided ideal of A for which there exists a two- 
sided ideal Q such that S = T 4 Q, then TI = T n Ifor every left ideal I of A. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that & Sj n (0 : CjsJ Sj) = 0 for any 
subset J of (1, 2,..., r}. This follows from the theorem together with Lemma 
1.3. If ‘& Sj n (0 : xjd S,) # 0, there exists a minimal left ideal L such 
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that L C CrEJ Sj and (& S,) L = 0. But L C & Sj implies that L C Sk 
for some K E J. Hence 
a contradiction. 
LEMMA~.~. Let A=A,/-*--j-A, ad S=S,-i-***is,. be the 
decompositions of A and S, respectively, into indecomposable two-sided ideals of 
A. Then 
(1) O:S=O:S(A,)/-. i0: S(A,) where the quotients 0: S(A,) 
are understood as being tahen in Ai . In particular, A is faithfully represented 
on its left socle if and only if each A, is. 
(2) If 0 : S = 0, S(A,) = s nsi,, Sj m 
f * 
Proof. From the decomposition A = C; A, we get decompositions 
(i) S = c (S n Ai) = c S(A,) and (ii) 0 : S = c ((0 : S) n Ai). 
i i i 
Since trivially (0 : S) n Ai C 0 : S(A,), 0 : S G C; 0 : S(AJ. But 
S + (0 : S(A,)) = c S(A,) (0 : S(A,)) = S(A,) (0 : S(A,)) = 0. 
j 
Thus 0 : S(A,) C 0 : S proving (1). 
If 0 : S = 0, S = C; Sj is, according to Theorem 1.4, the unique decom- 
position of S into two-sided indecomposable ideals of A, and hence must 
refine the decomposition in (i). So (2) is verified. 
COROLLARY. If A is faithfully represented on its left socle and has only one 
isomorphism class of minimal left ideals, then A is indecomposable. 
It is easy to give examples which show that the converse of the preceding 
corollary is false. In general the easiest way to decide whether or not a ring A 
is indecomposable is to study the linking relationship among its principal 
indecomposables. Recall that two principal indecomposables Ae and Af 
(e, f idempotents) are linked if there exist primitive idempotents 
e, = e, e, ,..., e,, = f such that Ae, and Aeiel have a common composition 
factor for 1 < i < n. Linking is an equivalence relation on the set of prin- 
cipal indecomposables of. A. Any indecomposable two-sided ideal of A 
having a two-sided complement in A is just the sum of all principal inde- 
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composables in some equivalence class. For rings which are faithfully repre- 
sented on their left socle we can prove: 
LEMMA 1.6. Two principal indecomposables I and / are linked ;f and only ;f 
there exists a sequence I,, = I, II ,..., I,, = J of principal indecomposables such 
that some minimal left ideal in Ijel is isomorphic to a minimal left ideal in Ij 
for 1 <j<n. 
Proof. The sufficiency is trivial. To prove the necessity it is sufficient 
to show that given principal indecomposables I and J having a common 
composition factor, there exists a principal indecomposable K such that I 
has a minimal left ideal isomorphic to a minimal left ideal in K and K has a 
minimal left ideal isomorphic to a minimal left ideal in J. 
Suppose then that I and J are principal indecomposables having a common 
composition factor. This means that there exists a primitive idempotent e such 
that elf 0 and e] # 0. Therefore, we have that (S n Ae) I = SeI # 0 
and (S n Ae) J = Se J # 0. Since S n Ae # 0 is completely reducible, 
there exists a minimal left ideal L Z Ae and an element x E I such that 
Lx # 0. Hence L is isomorphic to the minimal left ideal Lx in I. Similarly, 
there exists a minimal left ideal in Ae isomorphic to a minimal left ideal in J. 
Therefore, K = Ae does the job and we are done. 
Notice that the corollary to Lemma 1.5 is also a direct consequence of 
Lemma 1.6. 
The next theorem is inspired by Theorem 6.2 of [I] (we are again 
assuming 0 : S = 0). 
THEOREM 1.7. Let 
A = Ae, r -*. + Ae, i Afil i -a* i- AfIX i **- i AftI t .** i AftXt 
be a decomposition of A into principal indecomposables Aei , AfjK where the 
ei , fjk are idempotents, no Ae, is minimal, and where the Afik are minimal left 
ideals arranged so that Afile N Af*sk* if and only if j =f. Define idempotents 
gl ,..., gt and g by 
g, =fn + *.- +fi,, s***, gt =ft1 + *** +ftX,; g=g,+“‘fgt. 
Finally, let Si = AfilA. Then S =gA and S, =giA fm 1 < i < t. 
Proof. First note that by Theorem 1.4, S = S, i **a i St is just the 
decomposition of S into indecomposable two-sided ideals of A. 
Now we have arranged things so that of the given primitive idempotents 
ei , fjlc only the idempotents fjl , fja ,..., fj,, fail to annihilate Afj, on the left. 
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It follows that 
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Afjl =fj~Afi~ +fdf~ + *.. +fj,y,Afi =gjAfj, * 
Henceg,L = L whenever L is a minimal left ideal isomorphic to Afjl . There- 
fore, gjSj = Sj follows from Theorem 1.4. Since Agj = Cz”l Afj, C Sj , 
gi E Si , So gjA 2 Sj (Sj is two-sided). We have: Sj = gjSj Cg,A C Sj , and 
we are done. 
II. THE SUBDIRECT SUM REPRESENTATION 
Recall that A is a subdirect sum of the rings A, , w E Q, if A C Ben A, 
and the natural projection: A --f A, is onto. If T, = ker (A--+ A,,,), 
fiti) T, = 0. By th e minimal condition, there exist w1 , ~a ,..., We E 52 such 
that fly=r T,,,, = 0. We may assume that this last intersection is irredundant, 
i.e., that Tu, n -a* n pu’w, n .*. n Tw, # 0. So, in what follows, by a subdirect 
sum of rings we shall mean a finite subdirect sum which is irredundant in the 
above sense. 
We have shown [Lemma 1.5 (l)] that a finite direct sum of indecomposable 
rings, each of which is faithfully represented on its left socle, is faithfully 
represented on its left socle. This is not true in general for subdirect sums: 
Let A be the ring of all matrices of the form a 0 0 0 I3 c 0 0 i 1 OOUO’ 0 d e .f 
where a, b, c, d, e, f are arbitrary elements of some fixed skewfield D. The 
product of two elements of A is given by 
a 0 0 0 
b c 0 0 
0 0 a 0 
Odef 
r UU’ D 0 01 bu’ + cb’ = 
0 
0 
A is not faithfully represented on its left socle. 
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In fact, the kernel of the socle representation is Ae, where 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
e=OOOO’ [ 1 0 0 0 0 
It is easy to see that A is actually a factor ring of a ring which is faithfully 
represented on its left socle. 
Setting 
we see that Ae andfA are two-sided ideals and Ae nfA = 0. Hence A is a 
subdirect sum of the rings A, = A/Ae and A, = A/fA. A, is isomorphic to 
the ring of all matrices of the form c 0 0 I I 0 a 0 ,a,c,d,e,fED def 
and A, is isomorphic to the ring of all matrices of the form 
a 0 [ I b c a, 6, c E D. 
Clearly, each of A, and A, is faithfully represented on its left socle and 
indecomposable. Thus a subdirect sum of indecomposable rings faithfully 
represented on their respective left socles need not be faithfully represented 
on its left socle. 
A, and A, each have only one isomorphism class of minimal left ideals. 
Also, the minimal left ideals of A, and A, are nonisomorphic as left A-modu- 
les. One can even see that A is a unique subdirect sum of rings possessing 
these last two properties. In general, we can prove: 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose A is a subdirect sum of rings Ai having the properties 
(i) Ai has only one isomorphism class of minimal left ideals; 
(ii) the minimal left ideals of diflerent A, are nonisomorphic as left A-modules. 
Then A is faithfully represented on its left socle if and only if every 
minimal left ideal of each Ai is module isomorphic to an idempotent minimal 
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left ideal of A. This being the case, each Ai is faithfully represented on its left 
socle. 
Proof. SetTi=ker(A-+Ai),l<i<q,andletL,,...,L,beafullset 
of nonisomorphic minimal left ideals of A. 
If L is any minimal left ideal and L $ Ti , L N (L + TJT, N every mini- 
mal left ideal of Ai . Furthermore, every minimal left ideal fails to be contained 
in some Ti since l-b Tj = 0. So, by (ii), every minimal left ideal fails to be 
contained in a unique Ti . We may assume L, g T1 ,..., L, $ T, . Therefore, 
Ti 1 S if q > i > p. But then, S r\ (fii+i TJ C (&,, Ti) n (ni+ Tj) = 0 
which contradicts the irredundancy of T1 ,..., T, . So q = p. 
If 0 : S(A) = 0, Th eorem 1.2 says that each Li is isomorphic to an 
idempotent minimal left ideal Li of A. In this case, the image L< of Li 
in Ai satisfies (Li)” =q zLi . Applying Theorem 1.2 once more, we see 
that each Ai is faithfully represented on its left socle. 
Suppose that 0 : S # 0. Let Si be the sum of all minimal left ideals of A 
isomorphic to L, . Clearly Ti 2 S, + **. + Si + *-a + S, . Therefore, since 
~,Tj=O,TinSi=O.HenceTiCO:Si.IfT,=O:S,foralli, 
0 : S = 0 : c Si = (-) (0 : SJ = (-) Ti = 0, 
I i i 
a contradiction. Hence Ti # 0 : Si , some i. Say T1 C 0 : S, . 
Now there exists a left ideal I of A such that T1 C I C 0 : S, and 1 is a 
minimal left ideal of A where A = A/T, . Since 1 is irreducible as a left 
A-module, there exists a primitive idempotent e, E A such that f N AeJNe, . 
We shall assume that Ne, = 0 and derive a contradiction. 
If Ne, = 0, Ae, is a minimal left ideal of A. So Ae, C S, , some i. Then 
e, E Si . Since Si is two-sided, e,I C SJ _C Si _C Tj for j # i. But e,I g T1 
as otherwise e,l = 6. Therefore, e, E S, . So, since I C 0 : S, , e,l = 0. 
Hence erf = 0 which gives the desired contradiction. 
We have shown that A, N A/T, has a minimal left ideal which is not 
isomorphic to an idempotent minimal left ideal of A, thus completing the 
proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. If A is faithfully represented on its left socle, then A is a 
imique subdirect sum of rings A, having the properties 
(1) A, is faithfully represented on its left so& and has only one isomorphism 
class of minimal left ideals; 
(2) the minimal left ideals of diferent Ai are nonisomorphic as left A-modules. 
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Proof. Let S = S, + ... i S, be the decomposition of the socle into in- 
decomposable two-sided ideals of A. Then: ni (0 : SJ = 0 : Ci Si = 0 : S =O. 
Furthermore, nifi (0 : Sj) = 0 : Cj+ S, > Si . So the intersection 
ni (0 : SJ = 0 is irredundant. Hence A is a subdirect sum of the rings 
A/(0 : &). 
Let L be a minimal left ideal of 2 where A = A/O : St . Then L = f where 
I is a left ideal of A properly containing 0 : Si . Let Ae (e idempotent) be an 
idempotent minimal left ideal contained in Si . Using Theorem 1.4 and its 
corollary: S,eI = &AeAI = (SiSi) I = (& n SJ I = SiI # 0. Hence 
CL = 8 # 0. Now At? is a principal indecomposable of A and m is the radical 
of A. Therefore L N &/fl6 N /&?. So Theorem 1.2 implies that the rings 
A, = A/(0 : SJ satisfy properties (1) and (2) in the statement of the theorem 
we are proving. 
Conversely, suppose A is a subdirect sum of rings satisfying (1) and (2). 
Set Ti = ker (A --t Ai). We may show as in Theorem 2.1 that, after possibly 
renumbering the Si , Ti C 0 : Si . We again pick out an idempotent minimal 
left ideal Ae’ contained in Si . e’ # Ti since e’ $0 : Si . Hence it follows from 
Theorem 1.4 that Si z S(A/Ti) (mod Ti). Trivially, Si . (0 : SJ = 0 
(mod Ti). So 0 : Si C Ti since A/T, is faithfully represented on its left 
socle by hypothesis. We have Ti = 0 : Si, all i, thus proving the uni- 
queness. 
The subdirect sum representation of Theorem 2.2 is completely deter- 
mined by the subdirect sum representations of the indecomposable two-sided 
constituents of A. For let B be an indecomposable two-sided ideal having a 
two-sided complement in A. By Lemma 1.5(2), B = S, $ 0.. q Sb where 
the Si are the indecomposable two-sided constituents of the socle contained 
in B. By Lemma 1.5(l), 0 = 0 : S(B) = &, (0 : SJ n B. But clearly, 
B/(0 : Si) n B is isomorphic to A/(0 : SJ. 
If A itself satisfies condition (1) of Theorem 2.2, we may nevertheless 
further decompose A into a subdirect sum of rings which also satisfy (1) 
of Theorem 2.2. For we may express the zero ideal of A as an irredundant 
intersection of (meet) irreducible two-sided ideals of A, say 0 = (li Ti. By the 
irreducibility, each A/T, contains a unique minimal two-sided ideal. By the 
irredundancy, no Ti contains the left socle of A. Hence no Ti contains the 
unique (up to isomorphism) idempotent minimal left ideal of A. Thus A is a 
subdirect sum of rings A/ Tt each of which satisfies condition (1) of Theorem 
2.2. However, the minimal left ideals of any A/T, are all module-isomorphic 
to the minimal left ideals of A. 
Clearly, the number of rings A/T, in this decomposition is uniquely 
determined. Although it seems doubtful, we have no example which shows 
that the AIT, are not uniquely determined up to isomorphism. 
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III. RINGS IN WHICH EVERYPRINCIPAL INDECOMPOSABLE CONTAINS 
A UNIQUE MINIMAL LEFTIDEAL 
In this section the ring A is always assumed to be faithfully represented on 
its left socle. We see from the previous section that we would do well to 
study the case in which A has only one isomorphism class of minimal left 
ideals. However, this case seems quite untractable. So we restrict our attention 
to rings in which every principal indecomposable contains a unique minimal 
left ideal. Goldie [I] has shown that such a ring indeed has only one isomor- 
phism class of minimal left ideals provided it is indecomposable. This is 
also an immediate consequence of our Lemma 1.6. 
It is convenient to define the Loewy length l(1) of the left ideal I of A to 
be the length of the series I r> NIT) NY r) a** 3 0. This is the same as the 
length of the series 0 C (0 : N) n I C (0 : N2) n I C *a. C I. Observe that 
iV(‘)-j1 C (0 : Nj) n I for 0 < j < l(1). In particular, if I contains a unique 
minimal left ideal, Lemma 1.3 Corollary implies that it is SI = Nr”)-rI. 
We now prove two technical lemmas: 
LEMMA 3.1. If I is a left ideal of A containing a unique minimal left ideal 
and 4 is an A-homomorphism: I -+ A, then q5 is either zero or a monomorphism. 
Proof. By the Corollary to Lemma 1.3, the unique minimal left ideal of I 
is SI. If ker 4 # 0 where 4 : I -+ A, then S+(l) = $(SI) _C 4 (ker +) = 0. 
so +(I) = 0. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose Ae (e idempotent) is a principal indecomposable 
containing a unique minimal left ideal and let I be any left ideal. Then 
(i) AeI # 0 if and only if there exists a subideal of I isomorphic to Ae. 
In particular, AeI = 0 if l(Ae) > l(1); 
(ii) if l(Ae) < l(1), eN’(l)-t(AeJ+ll = 0. 
Proof. (i) If AeI # 0, there exists i ~1 such that Aei # 0. Therefore, 
x E Ae -+ xi gives a non-zero A-homomorphism of Ae onto Aei < I (< means 
“subideal of”). By Lemma 3.1, this homomorphism is an isomorphism. The 
converse is obvious. 
(ii) S&TIW-lL4~)+1~ = NI(Ae)-leNI(I)-l(Ae)+l~ C NIU)I = 0. 
COROLLARY. eAe is a skewjeld whenever e is a primitive idempotent having 
the property that Ae contains a unique minimal left ideal. 
Proof. Take I = Ae in (ii). 
Suppose eAe is a skewfield, e a primitive idempotent, and that M has a 
composition series as a left A-module. Then eM is a left vector space over 
481/7/3-3 
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eAe of dimension equal to the number of composition factors of M isomorphic 
to Ae/Ne (see [5j, Theorem 9SA). We use this to prove: 
LEMMA 3.3. If Ae and I are as in the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2, then 
(1) every subideal of I isomorphic to Ae is of the form Aei for some i E I; 
(2) AeI is an irredundant sum of subideals of I isomorphic to Ae. The number 
of irredundant summands is uniquely determined as the number of composition 
factors of I isomorphic to AelNe; 
(3) if I contains a unique subideal isomorphic to Ae, then eI is one-dimensional 
as a left vector space over eAe. 
Proof. (1) See the proof of Lemma 3.2(i). 
(2) Write eI = eAex, i a** i eAex,, where xi E J. Then 
AeI = Aex, + **a + Aezn and Aex, E Ae since Aex, # 0. Now 
Aex, C xj+i Aexj implies eAex, C Crzi eAexj . This is impossible since eI 
is a direct sum of the eAex, . Hence the sum Aex, + *** + Aex, is irredun- 
dant. 
To prove uniqueness, assume that AeI is the irredundant sum of liP, 1, ,... , 
I, . By (l), there exist yj E Ij such that I, = Aeyi . Therefore, AeI = CjS1 Aeyj 
so that eI = eAeI = Cj”=, eAeyj . If this last sum is not direct, there exists 
i such that eAeyi C Cj+i eAeyj . But then, Aey, C Cj+i Aey, contradicting 
the irredundancy of the sum Ii + I, + ..* + 1, . 
(3) follows easily from (1) and (2). 
(Notice that this lemma holds for any ring A with identity and minimal 
condition on left ideals provided only that we assume Ae is minimal.) 
We prove next a generalization of Lemma 8.1 in [I]: 
LEMMA 3.4. If every principal indecomposable of A contains a unique mini- 
mal left ideal, then A contains principal indecomposables of Loewy length 1,2,..., p 
where p = l(A). 
Proof. Let A = & Aei be a decomposition of A into principal inde- 
composables Ae, (the ei’s are idempotents). Fix x, 1 < x < p. Then 
Nx-l = & N’-lej where J = (i E I 1 Nx-iei # O}. J is nonempty since 
X-l<<. 
Suppose that Nxej # 0 for every j E J. Then SNX-iej C Sej C Nxe, (Sej 
is the unique minimal left ideal of Ae,). Therefore, since NXe, = 0 for i 4 J, 
SNx-l = CjE, SN’-‘ej C &e, Nxe, = N”. But then SNp-l = 0 follows. SO 
NP-l = 0, a contradiction. Hence NXej = 0, some j E J. That is, l(Aej) = X. 
COROLLARY. Assuming the hypothesis of the lemma, let Ae, ,..., Ae, be a 
full set of non-isomorphic principal indecomposables of A. Then there exists a 
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permutation ii ,..., i, of I,..., r such that e:*AeiB = 0 ;f (Y < /3. If j, ,..., jr is any 
such permutation, Aejl is a minimal left zdeal. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2(i), l(Aei) >, l(AeJ implies eiAej = 0. So all we 
have to do is order the Ae, by letting the ones of Loewy length p come first 
(in any order) followed by the ones of Loewy length p - 1 (also in any order), 
etc., finally ending up with the minimal principal indecomposables coming 
last. 
To prove the second statement, observe that given any principal indecom- 
posable Af there exists a minimal principal indecomposable Ae such that 
eAf # 0. Namely, take Ae N Sf (Theorem 1.2). 
A perhaps more instructive way of looking at the corollary to the pre- 
ceding lemma is this: Define a relation p on (1, 2,..., Y} by setting ipj if 
e,Aej # 0. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that p is a partial ordering. As is well 
known, p may be extended to a total ordering. So, by renumbering the eK , 
we may assume eiAei = 0 if i <j. 
THEOREM 3.5. The following two properties of the ring A are equivalent: 
(1) EV~YP rinci a in P 1 d ecomposable of each of the uniquely determined (by 
Theorem 2.2) subdirect summa& Ai of A contains a unique minimal left ideal. 
(2) No two distinct isomorphic ,minimal left ideals of A are contained in 
the same principal indecomposable of A. 
If A has either of these properties, eAe is a skewfield for every primitive 
idempotent e of A. If, in addition, A is a direct sum of skewfields modulo 
its radical, then some left composition series for the left socle of A is simul- 
taneously a two-sided composition series. 
Proof. Let S = S, + *** 4 S, be the decomposition of the socle into 
indecomposable two-sided ideals of A. We may assume (see the proof of 
Theorem 2.2) that Ad e A/(0 : SJ. 
(1) +- (2): Let Ae be a principal indecomposable of A containing iso- 
morphic minimal left ideals L, and L, . L, and L, are contained in, say, S, 
(Theorem 1.4). By the corollary to Theorem 1.4, S&j = S, n Lj = Lj , 
j = 1,2. In particular, Ae f 0 (mod 0 : S,). So the image of Ae in A/(0 : S,) 
is a principal indecomposable of A/(0 : S,). Hence L, EL, (mod 0 : S,) by 
hypothesis. This means L, + 0 : S, = L, + 0 : S, . So SJ, = SJ, . 
Therefore L, = L, . 
(2) + (1): Let P be a principal indecomposable of A where 
A = A/(0 : SJ. We may suppose P = AC for some primitive idempotent 
e’ of A. By hypothesis Si n Ae’ (= SiAe’) is a minimal left ideal. But, 
as shown in the proof of Theorem 2.2, Si is the left socle of A. 
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Since A/(0 : SJ has only one isomorphism class of minimal left ideals, 
Si n At? is the unique minimal left ideal of P = AC’. 
Assume now that A satisfies (1) [or (2)]. If fAf is not a skewfield for some 
primitive idempotent f, then fNf f 0. So flvf + 0 (mod 0 : S&, some /3. 
But f + 0 : S, is a primitive idempotent of A/(0 : S&. This contradicts the 
Corollary to Lemma 3.2. 
We now prove the statement about composition series (under the assump- 
tion that A/N is a direct sum of skewfields). Again setting A = A/(0 : S,), 
write A = Ai1 -j- ... 4 Acr where the ei are mutually orthogonal primitive 
idempotents of A. One easily verifies that A is also a direct sum of skewfields 
modulo its radical. This means that Acj + A.c~ unless J’ = k. So, by the 
Corollary to Lemma 3.4, we may assume cjAi, = 0 if j < k. This implies 
(as one readily shows by induction) that the left ideals I9 = Ai, + **. + Aij 
are actually two sided for 1 <J’ < r. 
Set Tj = Si n (Ae, + .-* + Aej) (= SiAe, -+- **. + S,Aej). Then 
Tj = Sin Ij is two-sided. So T,A C Tj + 0 : Si. Since TjA C Si, it 
follows (Corollary to Theorem 1.4) that Ti is two-sided. Similarly, since 
T, = Si (mod 0 : S,), T, = Si . But, clearly, Tj/Tj-I is isomorphic to 
Si n Aej as a left A-module. Hence 0 C T, C T, C *-* C T, = Si is a two- 
sided composition series for Si of length equal to the left composition series 
length of Si . It follows that S has a composition series of the desired type. 
COROLLARY. If A satisfies (I) [or (2)] of the theorem, then the left socle of 
A has a two-sided composition series of length p, + *** + p, where p, is the 
number of distinct isomorphism classes of principal indecomposables of Ai and n 
is the number of distinct indecomposable two-sided constituents of the left socle 
ofA. 
Proof. Let A’ be the reduced ring of A (see Note C-Appendix), A; be 
the reduced ring of Ai, S’ = S n A’, and Si = Si n A’ (where 
s = s, + 0.. + s, is the decomposition of the socle into indecomposable 
two-sided ideals of A). By Theorem 0.8(2) (Appendix), S’ = S; i *** i Sh 
is the decomposition of the left socle of A’ into indecomposable two-sided 
ideals of A’. So by Theorem 0.8(4), A ’ is the unique subdirect sum (in the 
sense of Theorem 2.2) of the rings A: . As shown in the proof of the theorem, 
the left composition series length of Si is equal to the number of distinct 
isomorphism classes of principal indecomposables of Ai . Since Ai is the 
reduced ring of Ai [see Theorem 0.8(l)], this last number is just pi . But by 
the theorem, the left composition series length of Sd is the same as the length 
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of a two-sided composition series of S; . Hence the corollary follows by 
Theorem 0.8(2). 
For the rest of Section III we restrict ourselves to the case where every 
principal indecomposable of A contains a unique minimal left ideal. Although 
the minimal condition on right ideals may not be present, many special 
right A-module properties are present. For instance, we may prove a lemma 
for right ideals analogous to Lemma 3.1: 
LEMMA 3.6. If e is a primitive idempotent and I a right ideal, then Ie # 0 
implies that eA is isomorphic to a subideal of I. 
Proof. Ie # ‘0 implies there exists x E I such that xeA # 0. Hence 
+ : y E eA -+ xy is an A-homomorphism of eA onto the subideal xeA of I. 
Since xe # 0, 0 C Sxe _C Se. Since Se is the unique minimal left ideal of 
Ae, Sxe = Se. Therefore, if xy = 0 for y E eA, 0 = Sxy = Sxey = Sey = Sy. 
So y = 0 and $ is an isomorphism. 
Let us agree to call a principal indecomposable Ae (e idempotent) dominant 
if Ae is isomorphic to every principal indecomposable which has Ae/Ne as a 
composition factor (compare with the definition in [I], p. 283). It follows 
from Lemma 3.2(i) that every principal idnecomposable is isomorphic to a 
subideal of a dominant principal indecomposable. Also, every principal 
indecomposable of Loewy length p = l(A) is dominant. In fact, if l(Ae) = p, 
then SeN = Np-leN C Np = 0. So eN = 0 and eA is a minimal right 
ideal. More generally, we can prove: 
THEOREM 3.7. Let e be a primitive idempotent of A. Then eA is a minimal 
right ideal if and only if Ae is dominant. Every minimal right ideal is isomorphic 
to an idempotent minimal right ideal and, furthermore, A is faithfully represented 
o?t the left side of its right socle. 
Proof. Suppose Ae is dominant. If eA is not minimal, eN # 0. So 
eNf # 0 for some primitive idempotent f. Since Ae is dominant, Ae N Af. 
We thus contradict Lemma 3.2(ii). 
Conversely, if eA is minimal, eN = 0. Let Af’ be any principal inde- 
composable. Then 
eAf’ # 0 a Ae N Af ‘. 
Ae dominant follows. 
Now let I # 0 be a right ideal. Then Ig # 0 for some primitive idempotent 
g. By Lemma 3.6, gA is isomorphic to a subideal of I. But clearly, there 
exists a dominant principal indecomposable Ah such that gAh # 0. Thus 
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hA is isomorphic to a subideal of gA. Hence hA is isomorphic to a subideal 
of I. So, by the first part of the proof, we have shown that every right ideal 
has a subideal isomorphic to an idempotent minimal right ideal. The rest 
of the proof is like the proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 1.2. 
Theorem 3.7 fails to hold in general even in rings with only one isomorphism 
class of minimal left ideals. 
With regard to dominant principal indecomposables one may show the 
following to be equivalent: 
(1) The left annihilator of some principal indecomposable of A is zero. 
(2) A has only one isomorphism class of minimal right ideals. 
(3) A contains a unique (up to isomorphism) dominant principal inde- 
composable. 
In Section V we shall give a matrix theoretical interpretation of dominant 
principal indecomposables. 
We now give some material which will eventually lead to a sort of classi- 
fication of rings in which every principal indecomposable has a unique 
composition series. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let Ae, ,..., Ae, be a full set of nonisomorphic principal 
indecomposables of A of Loewy length x where 1 < x < l(A). Set 
A = AI0 : Nx-l. Then /k, ,..., &, constitute a full set of nonisomorphic 
minimal left ideals of A. 
Proof. Clearly (0 : Nx-l) n Act = Nei . Hence Agi N Aei/Nei . So it 
remains only to prove that every minimal left ideal of A is isomorphic to 
some AejlNej . 
Let L be a minimal left ideal of A. L = 1 where I is a left ideal of A. Since 
I# 0 is a left A-module, there exists a primitive idempotent e in A such that 
elf 0. Hence Aex e 0 : Nxml for some x E 1. We have I = Aex + 0 : N*-l 
implying N*.-l1= Nx-‘ex + 0. Therefore l(1) = l(Aex) > X. But f is irre- 
ducible. Hence Nf = m = 0. So Nxl = NX-l(NI) = 0. Therefore 
l(Aex) = l(1) = x. However, Ae contains a .unique minimal left ideal. So 
Aex N Ae. In particular, l(Ae) = x. Thus Ae N Aej , some j with 1 < j < r. 
Since L = f is irreducible and eL # Ti, L E AelNe N AejlNej . 
COROLLARY. If Af is a principal indecomposable of Loewy length x + 1 
where 1 < x < l(Af) - 1, there exists a principal indecomposable Ae of Loewy 
length x such that eAf # 0. 
Proof. For x = 1, this is a consequence of Theorem 1.2. We assume 
x > 2 and set A = A/O : Nx-l. Certainly Af # 0. So Af contains a minimal 
left ideal L. By the theorem, L N Ae/Ne where Ae is a principal indecompos- 
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able of Loewy length x. But, since Af- Af/Af n (0 : Nx-l), Ae/Ne is a 
composition factor of Af. This means that eAf # 0. 
1II.A. If l(Ae) = x, the corollary to the preceding lemma [see 
also Lemma 3.2(i)] provides us with left ideals I1 ,..., 1, such that 
Ae = I, 3 IXml 3 *a. 1 I1 10 with the further property that each 1, is iso- 
morphic to a principal indecomposable of Loewy lengthj. If Ae has a compo- 
sition series without repeated factors, then the Ij are uniquely determined 
according to Lemma 3.3. In this case one can show that Ii C NX-j. 
THEOREM 3.9A. The principal indecomposable Ae of Loewy length x has a 
unique composition series if and only if it has a composition series of the form 
Ae = I, 3 IX+ 3 *** 3 I1 3 0 where each Ii is isomorphic to a principal inde- 
composable. 
Proof. If Ae has a unique composition series, it is obviously given by 
Ae3 Ne3 *+* 1 NX-le 10. Thus the series described in Paragraph 1II.A 
above is a composition series of the desired type since it has length X. 
On the other hand, let Ae = I, 1 IXml r> *** 1 I1 r) 0 be a composition 
series such that Ij qr Ae, where the ej are primitive idempotents. Since 
Ii/Ijml is irreducible, the restriction of $j to Ii-1 gives an isomorphism of 
Ij-1 onto Nej . Hence Ii/Ijml N Aej/Nej . Therefore, the Aej/Nej are the only 
composition factors of Ae. They are, furthermore, all different. 
Suppose now that I is any subideal of Ae. Let c be the composition series 
length of I. Thus I has exactly c composition factors among the Aej/Ne, . 
That is, there are exactly c distinct ej’s such that e,I # 0. Since ejI # 0 
implies that Aei is isomorphic to a subideal of I, these must be e, , es ,..., e, . 
In particular, it follows that Ae, N I. But, since Ae has a composition series 
without repeated factors, I, is the unique subideal of Ae isomorphic to Ae, . 
Thus I = I, , completing the proof. 
COROLLARY. A principal indecomposable of A has a unique composition 
series if and only if its L.oewy length is the same as its composition series length. 
THEOREM 3.9B. If a principal indecomposable Ae has a composition series 
without repeated factors, then it has a unique composition series if and only if 
there exist no two nonisomorphic principal indecomposables Af and Ag such that 
fAe # 0, gAe # 0 and l(Af) = l(Ag). 
Proof. Suppose that AflNf and Ag/Ng are composition factors of Ae 
where Af and Ag are principal indecomposables with l(Af) = l(Ag). 
Then there exist subideals I and J of Ae such that Af N I and Ag N J. If 
Ae has a unique composition series, either I C J or JC I, say I C J. But 
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fAf # 0 3 fI # 0 j fJ # 0 5 fAg f 0. Therefore, since l(Af) = l(Ag), 
Af N Ag thus proving the necessity. 
For the sufficiency, we construct the series Ae = I, 1 lxpl 3 ... r) II EJ 0 
where Ij is isomorphic to a principal indecomposable Aej of Loewy length j 
[see Paragraph III.A]. Th en Ae,/Nej is a composition factor of Ae for 
1 < j < x. Suppose AhjNh is also a composition factor (where h is a primitive 
idempotent). Then, since Ah is isomorphic to a subideal of Ae, l(Ah) = p for 
some p with 1 < p < x. By hypothesis, Ah N Ae, . So AhjNh N Ae,/Ne, . 
Hence the Aej/Nej are the only composition factors of Ae. Since Ae has a 
composition series without repeated factors, Ae = I, r) IXel 1 **a r) II 3 0 
is indeed a composition series. Theorem 3.9A finishes the proof. 
COROLLARY. If every principal indecomposable of A has a composition series 
without repeated factors and if the exponent of the radical (= l(A)) is equal to 
the number of distinct isomorphism classes of principal indecomposables, then 
every principal indecomposable has a unique composition series. 
Proof. This follows directly from the theorem together with Lemma 3.4. 
The converse of the preceding corollary is easily seen to be false. 
IV. THE LEFT-S• CLE REPRESENTATION 
We proceed to first characterize the case where every principal indecom- 
posable contains a unique minimal left ideal. It is sufficient to handle inde- 
composable rings. In this connection see in particular Lemma 1.5(l). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that A is an indecomposable ring with identity 
and minimal condition on left ideals which is faithfully represented on its left 
socle and possesses the property that every principal indecomposable ft ideal 
contains a unique minimal left ideal. Then there exist positive integers 
m, , m2 , . . . , m, and a skew$eld D whose additive subgroup has r4 subgroups Dii 
satisfying 
(1) for every i, j, k, D,D,$ C D, (under the multiplication in D) and 
D,=Oifi<j; 
(2) fm every i, Dig is a sub-skewfield of D and D,( = D; 
(3) Dij is finite-dimensional as a left vector space ovw D, for every i, j 
such that A is isomorphic to the ring of r x r blocked triangular matrices in 
which the i, jth block of a typical matrix is a m, x m, matrix with arbitrary 
entries in Dij . 
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Proof. Write 
where the e, form a set of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents and 
Ae, N Aeja if and only if i = j. We use the reduction procedure of the 
Appendix: By Theorem 0.8, the reduced ring of A (see Note C) has all the 
properties of A stated in the hypothesis of the theorem we are proving. By 
the construction in Note B it is thus sufficient to handle the case where A 
is its own reduced ring. In other words, we assume mi = 1 for 1 < i < Y. 
Setting e, = ei, , we may by the construction in Note B further assume: 
A = ((c~~~)~~i*i~~ 1 qj E eiAej}. 
The Corollary to Lemma 3.4 allows us to assume that e<Aej = 0 if i <j 
and that Ae, is a minimal left ideal. Hence, for 1 < i < r, there exist 
ui E e,Ae, such that e,Aei = e,.Ae,ui (Lemma 3.3(3)). 
We define r2 Z-homomorphisms (2 is the ring of integers) $ij by 
cu : aif E eiAej -+ Ujj E e,Ae, where uiaij = a&j . Clearly, 4i.j is a ring- 
homorphism when i = j. 
Set D, = #ij(eiAej) and D = e,.Aer . We have SO far that every D,j is a 
subgroup of the additive group of D, Dij = 0 if i <j, and Dij is a skewtield 
when i = j (because every eiAe, is a skewfield according to the Corollary to 
Lemma 3.2). Also, since u, E e,Ae,. , erAe,ui = e,.Aei = u,e,Aei . Thus 
D,i = D for all i. 
Since A is indecomposable, Lemma 1.6 implies that A has only one iso- 
morphism class of minimal left ideals. So 0 : e,.A = 0 : Ae,A = 0 : S = 0 
implying that every dij is a monomorphism. Hence the map (uij) + (aij) is 
a Z-monomorphism. That this map is actually a ring-monomorphism follows 
from calculating: uiai,bkj = ai,u,b,j = a;&Ljui . That is, 
A ‘v {(a;j)l~i*i- j a; E Dij}. 
The calculation just made says that the diagrams 
e<Ae, x e,Aej - eiAej 
*-I 4kj1 a,l 
Di, X D,j - Dij 
commute with respect to multiplication in A in the top row and multiplication 
in D in the bottom row. So Di,D, C Dij . In particular, D,j is a left vector 
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space over Dii . But e,Aej is finite-dimensional as a left vector space over e,Ae, 
(see the remark preceding Lemma 3.3). H ence, Dii finite-dimensional over 
Dii follows from the commutativity of the above diagrams when K = i. 
This completes the proof. 
In Section V we show, conversely, that any set of matrices as described in 
the statement of Theorem 4.1 is a ring with all the properties attributed 
to the ring A in the hypothesis of that theorem. 
We show now that the matrix representation of Theorem 4.1 is just the 
representation determined by the left-socle representation of the reduced 
ring: Using the same notation as in the proof of the theorem, it is evident that 
% ,"'> u, form a basis of S as a left vector space over e,Ae, . So, if we regard 
the socle as a left e,Ae, and a right A representation module, it is easy to 
see that the faithful matrix representation of A produced using the basis (~3 
is precisely the matrix representation obtained in the proof of the theorem. 
On the other hand, recalling Lemma 1.1, it is trivial to construct a ring 
of matrices faithfully represented on its left socle which does not come from a 
representation of the ring on the right side of any two-sided ideal. We shall 
exhibit a class of such matrix rings in Section V. 
An underlying reason for the relative simplicity of the matrix representation 
achieved in Theorem 4.1 is: In that theorem, the two-sided composition 
series length of the left socle of the reduced ring was the same as the left 
composition series length (Theorem 3.5). This pleasant property is not 
shared by more general rings faithfully represented on their left socle. 
To construct an example, let E + E’ be an irreducible representation of a 
skewfield E over a skewfield F as matrices of degree q. Consider the ring of 
all matrices of the form 
where 
is a matrix of the representation E -+ E’ and dl ,..., d,,, are elements of F. 
This ring is faithfully represented on its left socle. However, the left compo- 
sition series length of the socle is q + 1 whereas the two-sided composition 
series length of the socle is 2. 
I We now endeavor to see what the faithful socle representation looks like 
in general. Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is sufficient to handle 
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a ring A which is its own reduced ring: That is, we assume A = c Aei 
where the ei are mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents and Aei L+L Aej 
if i #j. Letfr ,..., fn be the distinct ej having the property that Aej is minimal 
and let Di be the skewfield faAfi . By Theorem 1.7, we may assume Si = fiA 
where S = S, -i- *a* i S,, is the decomposition of the left socle into inde- 
composable two-sided ideals of A. Finally, let 
ocT~~cT,~c~~~cT~,,cT~~cT~,c~~~cT*,c~~~ 
C TnlC T,,C-C T,,, = S 
be a two-sided composition series for the socle such that 
T,,,=S,/-:jS, for 1 <i<% 
Ti,+ cannot contain fi . Otherwise, since fi , fi ,..., fi-1 E T,,,,-, and 
Ti,,t--l is two-sided, Ti,,+ would contain Timi . Thus 
Ti,ori--l C S, + “‘+S&++(S,nN) 
is implied by S, + *a* + St-1 C Ti,arl C Tim, and the complete reducibility 
of the socle. But T,,(/(S, + ..‘fSi_,+SinN)-SiISInN-Af~=Di 
as left A-modules. Ti,,i-l = S, + *** + S,-r + Si n N and Ti,l/Td,,I-, a 
one-dimensional left vector space over Di follows. It also follows that Di 
is faithfully represented on the right side of Tiai/Ti,,,l but trivially repre- 
sented on the right side of every other two-sided composition factor of the 
socle. 
For 1 < /3 < at, TiB/Ti,el (we set Ti,bl = Ti-ls,d--l if /3 = 1) is clearly 
isomorphic to a left A-submodule of Si = f$A. Hence each Ti,/Ti,a-l is a 
left vector space over Di of finite dimension, say, yia . 
Let A be the semisimple ring A/N. Since the series 
may be refined to a two-sided composition series of S, every TialT,,,, is a 
right A-module. By the assumption that A is a direct sum of non-isomorphic 
principal indecomposables Ae, , A is the direct sum (as two-sided ideals) 
of the skewfields &A& . But Tib/Td,B-l is irreducible as a left Di and a right 
A representation module. Hence, there exists a unique ej which acts as a 
right identity on Tis/Ts.s-l: That is, a unique ej such that z,AF, is faithfully, 
irreducibly (over Di) represented on TiB/Ti,B-l on the right. A necessary 
condition for this to happen is obviously Si n Ae, = &e, # 0. Conversely, if 
S,e, # 0, t$&, is faithfully represented on the right side of T,~/Ti,B,~l 
for some j?‘: Otherwise Ti,‘ek C Ti-l,,i-l so that 
S,e, C S, n (S, + --- + S,-,) = 0. 
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Choose u$ , u$ ,..., uI$ E Si n Tis forming a left Di-basis for T,, modulo 
Ti,B-l with the further property that u& = u$ej where ej acts as a right 
identity on Tip/Ti,,-, . Then the u$ form a basis of S as a direct sum of the 
left vector spaces & over Di . Note that 
whereas ~$3 = 0 if /I # (Y~ (for every i). 
Let pi be the left A-module length of Si . Using the prescribed basis, 
we can now see that the left socle representation of A produces a ring of 
n x n blocked matrices of the form 
Pi being a pi x pi matrix over Di of the form 
where Qia is a yia x yia matrix belonging to the faithful representation of 
gjiAt;, on Ti,/Ti,B-l . The bottom row of Pi is filled in by arbitrary elements 
of Di (recall in particular that yiai = 1). 
For each fixed i, a. E A + P,(u) is obviously the representation of A on 
Si . Hence the n rings {P,(u) 1 a E A} are the uniquely determined subdirect 
summands of A of Theorem 2.2. 
If .F~A~F~ is also faithfully represented on the distinct composition factors 
Ti,S,lTilsB1-l ‘-*’ Ti*tr,B,c,,lTisc,,.B,(,,-l where i1 = i, j3r = /3, we have S(j) 
ring isomorphisms #r = I,..., +stj) such that tilc(Qia) = Qifih in every matrix 
of the representation. The representation modules Tifik/Ti,,ak-l need not 
be equivalent even when il, = i. In particular, il, # i, some K, may easily be 
true, i.e., this is precisely what must happen when A is indecomposable. 
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In fact, by what was said above plus Lemma 1.6, one can tell whether or not 
the ring is indecomposable just by looking at the diagonal blocks Qia . 
Note that S(j) = 1 if gjAij happens to be some D, . If S has a two sided 
composition series of length equal to the left A-module length of S (as in the 
rings studied in Theorem 3.5), then every yia is equal to one. In this case it 
is not hard to see that S(j) is just the left A-module length of 
Sej = S n Aej . Furthermore, every 5jAEj is embedded in at least one, but 
at most S(j) different skewfields D, . 
As an example which shows why it is in general so hard to say anything 
about the off-diagonal elements: Let K be a field of characteristic 2 for which 
there exists an element 19 E K with fV # K. Then, where E = K(fV), 
E OK E is isomorphic as an E-algebra to E[Xl/(X - 01/2)2, a ring with 
radical, Let A be the finite-dimensional K-algebra given by 
In other words, A is the ring of all matrices of the form [E z] , where 
a E 1 @K E, b E E & E, c E E OK 1. A is faithfully represented on its 
left socle. Furthermore, the socle has a two-sided composition series of the 
form 
oc[oT ii+[E& #[E&E &l]? 
K K K 
where T is a minimal ideal in E &E. This is also a left composition series 
for the socle. (Note, however, that A is not a ring of the type studied in 
Theorem 3.5.) Pick a basis by taking u1 # 0 E T, u2 E E OK E - T and 
us # 0 E E OK 1. This basis produces a representation of A on its left socle 
as 3 X 3 triangular matrices with entries in E OK 1. The 2 x 2 triangular 
blocks in the upper left hand corner belong to the left E OK 1 right 1 OK E 
representation module E &E. This 2 X 2 representation is not diagonaliz- 
able since E &E is not a completely reducible left 
module. It follows that the socle representation of A will always contain 
off-diagonal elements which, in given matrices, are related in some way to 
the diagonal elements. 
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V. SOME RINGS DEFINED BY PARTIAL ORDERINGS 
This section grows in part out of an unsuccessful attempt to characterize 
all rings of the type studied in Theorem 3.5. We can, however, construct 
a much larger class of these rings than the subclass characterized in Theorem 
4.1: 
Let p,be a partial ordering of (1, 2 ,..., r} and let or , ~1s ,..., v, be a full set 
of distinct p-maximal elements. Let pti be the restriction of p to {j 1 v,pj}. 
Each A is a subpartial order on {1,2 ,..., Y}. Let D, , D, ,..., D, be skewfields 
and Dij be rs Z-modules such that, whenever ipj, 
(a) Dij # 0, 
(b) Dij C D, n Dp if (i, j) E par n pp , 
(C) Dt$,j C Dtj 9 
(d) Dii is a skewfield and Dij is finite dimensional as a left vector space 
over Dii . 
Notice that since p = ut-i pa, every Dij with ipj is contained, by (b), in 
some D, . In this case we are tacitly assuming that Dij has the multiplicative 
structure of D,, . It follows from (b) that this multiplicative structure, as well 
as the multiplication in (c), is well defined (where we set D,Dkj = 0 if 
-vpk or Kmpj). 
By the ring defined by p, Da , and D, we mean the set 
A, = {(,,i)W%~ 1 aij E Di3 if ipj and a,$ = 0 if i-pi}. 
It is trivial to verify that A, is a ring with identity 
where the 1 in the i, i position is the identity of Dii . Furthermore, if + is a 
permutation on {l,..., r} it is clear that A, is isomorphic to the ring 
{(a6(i)dj)) lGd~idr I a+(t)+(j) E D4(t)o(j) W(i>d(i) and a+(w) = 0 if #h&i)>. 
Therefore, since p can be extended to a total ordering of (I,..., Y}, we may, 
and do, assume i-pj if i < j. In other words, we assume A = A,, is a triang- 
ular matrix ring. 
Set 
et, zzzz (fsp.w, 
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if @j,s=iandt=j 
otherwise. 
It is convenient to define d * eij = (dfJ for d E D, . Then Dij * e, = edAej 
where we have set e, = ekk , all k. The mapping 6, : d E D, --+ d - ei5 is a 
Z-isomorphism of Dii onto eiAej (except in the case where i-pj and D, # 0). 
Obviously the diagrams 
eiAek x e&le, - e,Aej 
commute with respect to multiplication in D, (where wDpi) in the top row 
and multiplication in A in the bottom row. These diagrams trivially imply 
that every &, is a ring-isomorphism. The commutativity when k = i implies 
the left dimension of eiAej over e,Aei is the same as the left dimension of 
Dij over Dii (provided ipj). Similarly, if ipj, the right dimension of eiAej 
over e,Ae, is the same as the right dimension of Dij over D*j (whether this 
dimension is finite or not). 
Note that A = Ae, i *** -i- Ae, and the et form a set of mutually ortho- 
gonal idempotents. Since every eiAei is a skewfield, N = Ci,j eiAe* is 
clearly the largest two-sided nil ideal of A. So N will be the (Jacobson) radical 
and the ei primitive idempotents once it is shown that A has minimal condi- 
tion on left ideals. We show every Aej has a composition series: 
Let Mdj be the left A-factor module 
(ei + ed+l + --* + e,)Aej/(ei+l + a** + e,)Ae 
and let #ij be the natural Z-homomorphism of Mij onto eiAej . Since 
e,Ae, = 0 for p < q, xi : a E A + eiaei is a ring-homomorphism of A onto 
eiAeg . One verifies that the diagrams 
eiAei x eiAe$ - eiAel 
commute with respect to the module multiplication in the top row and multi- 
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plication in A in the bottom row. It follows that Mti is a direct sum of 
[Did : Diij’ irreducible A-modules whenever ipj([Dij : D,J denotes the left 
dimension of Did over D,J. Each of these irreducible A-modules is isomorphic 
to AeJNei . 
Now Ae, Aei = xi eiAevcrAei = e, Ae, Aej = e, Aej . SO e,Pe, is a left 
ideal. Simil%4y Ne ~~ = 0. Hence q$’ implies e,“Aej is a direct sum of 
[DV j : D, D ] minimal left ideals isomorphic to Aef . 
6% theob:her hand, suppose I is a minimal left?deal contained in Aej . 
Since A/N is the direct sum of the skewfields e,Ae, , it follows that, say, 
ek acts as a left identity on I. We have I C e,Aej . Pick q such that qpk. 
Since D,@, # 0 (by (a)), the first set of diagrams in this section implies 
e,+Ae,I # 0. So k = ZY~. Hence I is isomorphic to the idempotent minimal 
left ideal AeWP. In particular, A is faithfully represented on its left socle 
(Theorem 1.2). 
We summarize: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The following hold: 
(1) A = A, is a ring with identity and minimal condition on left ideals. A 
has minimal condition on right ideals if and only if D, is finite dimensional as a 
right vector space over Djj whenever ipj. The radical N of A is the set of all 
matrices of A having no non-zero elements on their main diagonal. 
(2) A is a direct sum of the principal indecomposables Ae,; no two distinct 
Aei being isomorphic. The left composition series length of an Aei is given by 
l(Aei) = c [Dij : Dgi] 
I 
id 
where [Dij : Dii] is the left dimension of Dij as a vector space over Dii . 
(3) A is faithfully represented on its left socle S. Each left ideal e, Aei is a 
direct sum of [DV i : D, 2) ] minimal left ideals isomorphic to Aevo, . If we set CI OLE 
S, = C e&h , 
i 
v,pj 
then 
is the decomposition of S into indecomposable two-sided ideaL of A. Furthermore, 
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We prove: 
PROPOSITION 5.2. (1) A is indecomposable if and only if the diagram of p is 
ronnected. 
(2) The n rings A, where A!, is the ring determined by pa, Da, and Du 
are the uniquely determined subdsrect summa& of A of Theroem 2.2. 
(3) If D,wt,b = D, , then every princs$al indecomposable of A, contains a 
unique minimal left ideal. 
Proof. (1) Two principal indecomposables Ae, and Aej are linked if 
and only if there exist epl = ei , e,,% ,.,., eDm = ej and ea, , e,,* ,..., eQmeI such 
that ePrAepk # 0 and eprAes,+l # 0 for 1 < k < m - 1. 
(2) We have 
E Ddj if ip*j and aij = 0 if i-p-j} = edAej . 
Let S = S, + m.0 -i,- S, be the decomposition of the left socle into inde- 
composable two-sided ideals of A. By Proposition 5.1(3), 
Hence 
S, = C evdAej . 
j 
vmpi 
0 : S, = c e,Aej . 
i,j 
u,-Pi 
So A/(0 : S,) is isomorphic to A,. 
(3) Dv v = D, implies D, , = D, whenever vapj: From (a), (b), and (c) 
we have 6g DUD, , C D, j C”O, . Now clearly, A, is a direct sum of the 
principal indecomp&ablec A, ej with v.pj. But pU has only one maximal 
element, namely v,, . Hence, as” we saw above, every minimal left ideal con- 
tained in A, e, is contained in the left ideal 
already minimal since [Da : Dv,j] = 1. 
eVaA, e, . However, OL evo;Ap ej is a 
From now on we adopt D, V = D, , all 01, as a standard assumption. Then 
Proposition 5.1 and 5.2 irn$f that A = A, belongs to the class of rings 
studied in Theorem 3.5. We would like to see what the socle representation 
of A looks like. Before doing so, we prove: 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The following are equivalent: 
(i) Everyp rinci a in p 1 d ecomposable of A = A, contains a unique minimal 
left ideal. 
4811713-4 
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(ii) A = Apl t A,* -r *** & A,% 
(iii) pu n pa is empty if ix # fi 
(iv) Th Zft p t e e corn osi ion series length of the left socle of A is T. 
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is obvious. Since [D, : Drb = I 
whenever v,pj, Proposition 5.1(3) implies 1(S) = Cz=r 1 ( j 1 v,pj) / > Y. 
Hence I(S) = r if and only if for each j there exists a unique 01 with v,pj. 
But the minimal left ideals contained in a principal indecomposable Aej are 
precisely the left ideals wtiAej where v,pj. So (i) and (iv) are equivalent. The 
equivalence of (i) and (iii) is now clear. 
By Theorem 3.5, the two-sided composition series length of the left socle 
of A = A, is the same as its left composition series length. Hence, by Pro- 
position 5.3, we must have A = ApI i *a* i A,” if the ring of matrices A 
is its own faithful left socle representation. Conversely, each ring A, is 
clearly in its socle representation (see Theorem 4.1 and the subsequent 
comments). So A = ApI i- *-- q Apn implies that A is in its socle repre- 
sentation. On the other hand, if Z(S) # Y [so that Z(S) > r], A cannot come 
from a matrix representation on the right side of any of its two-sided ideals 
(Lemma 1.1). 
It is illuminating to examine the socle representation of A = A,. To this 
end, set V: = I(&) and let += be the one-to-one map of {1,2,..., ~3 onto 
{j / o,pj} that preserves the natural < ordering. Then the socle representation 
sends a matrix (Q) E A to the matrix Bl 4 , 
0 
where 
and a;,j, = q+&‘)&(y) . 
Note that uij appears in both B, and B, if (i, j) E pu n pa . For general rings 
of the type studied in Theorem 3.5 the embedding that occurs among the 
various blocks Bm is much more complicated than this. 
Rings A, whose partial ordering p has a unique maximal element may be 
described without every mentioning the partial ordering. Namely, let D be a 
skewfield whose additive group possesses rs subgroups D, satisfying 
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(a’) D,,D, C D, ; 
(b’) Dii is a skewfield and the left dimension of Dij over Du is finite; 
(c’) Dij = 0 if i <j, Or2 # 0 (all i), and D,, = D. 
These conditions imply D,.i = D, all i. The ring 
A = {(u,)l~i- 1 aij E Du) 
is the ring defined by p, D, and Dtj where p is the partial ordering defined by 
ipj if Di, # 0. Clearly, every ring A, where p has a unique maximal element 
may be presented in this manner. 
Let m, , m2 ,..., m,. be any r positive integers and set 
As before, let e, be the matrix of A with the identity of Dii in the i, i position 
and zero every place else. Let ei, be the matrix (g$$), where 
&I;; = /r identity of Dii thermos; j’ = i and 01’ = /I’ = 01 
We indentify ei with eil , every i, thus identifying A with a subring of A. 
By Propositions 5.1 and 0.6 (see the Appendix), A has minimal condition on 
left ideals. Therefore, by Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, together with Theorems 
0.7B and 0.8, Ais the unique ring with identity and minimal condition on left 
ideals satisfying 
(1) A is indecomposable and faithfully represented on its left socle; 
(2) every principal indecomposable of A contains a unique minimal left 
ideal; 
(3) the reduced ring of A is A and each mi is the multiplicity correspond- 
ing to the primitive idempotent ei . 
This proves the converse of Theorem 4.1. 
Taking each mi = 1, we see that A itself is a ring with identity and minimal 
condition on left ideals satisfying (l), (2), and (3) directly above. Let us 
momentarily investigate what it means for a principal indecomposable Ae, 
to be dominant (cf. definition preceding Lemma 3.7). 
Clearly, a principal indecomposable Aei is dominant if and only if Dfk = 0 
for k < j. Hence, if Di, # 0 for every i, Ae, is the unique dominant principal 
indecomposable of A. In this case all the minimal right ideals of A are iso- 
morphic (even though a given e,A may contain an infinite direct sum of 
them). 
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Conversely, if A contains a unique dominant principal indecomposable, 
then Di, # 0 for every i: Supposing the contrary, let i’ be the minimal index 
such that Dir1 = 0. Then, since D,, # 0 for k < i’ and Di,,D,, C D,fl , 
Ditk = 0 for k < i’. So A+ is dominant. This is a contradiction since i’ > 1 
and Ae, is dominant. Note that if Dj, = 0, some i, and j is the minimal 
index such that Dii # 0, then e,Aej is a direct sum of isomorphic minimal 
right ideals. 
The question whether or not the principal indecomposables of A have 
unique composition series is essentially settled by the character of the partial 
ordering defined by the Dij . To see this, we first investigate what it means for 
A to have the following property (P): 
(P) If j and j’ are two distinct indices satisfying: 
I ii I Dij # 01 I = I ii I DC f 01 I , 
then, for any index k, either Dj, = 0 or Djj, = 0. 
By Proposition 5.1(2), the left composition series length of Aej is 
Z(Aej) = c [Dij : D,J 
i 
Di,#O 
where [Dii : DiJ is the left dimension of Dij over Dii . By the Corollary to 
Theorem 3.9A, Z(Aej) = l(Aej) (= the Loewy length of Aej) if and only if 
Aej has a unique composition series. If this is the case, Aej has no repeated 
composition factors and [Dij : D,J = 1 for every Dij # 0 is clear 
(implying Z(Aej) = I {i I Dij f 0} I). 
We are now in a position to prove: 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Every principal indecomposable of A has a unique com- 
position series if and only ;f(P) holds and [Dij : Dii] = 1 for every i, j such that 
Dij # 0. 
Proof. Assume that [Dij : D,J = 1 for every Dij # 0. Suppose every 
principal indecomposable of A has a unique composition series and (P) fails. 
Then Theorem 3.9A Corollary implies the existence of principal indecom- 
posables Aej , Aei, , and Ae, such that l(Ae,) = l(Aej*), j #f, ejAe, # 0 
and ej,Ae, # 0. Since j #f, Aej + Aej, . Thus Theorem 3.9B is violated. 
Conversely, suppose (P) holds and some principal indecomposable of A 
fails to have a unique composition series. Then, since Ae, is a minimum left 
ideal, we may let (say) k be the maximal index such that Ae, fails to have a 
unique composition series. By Theorem 3.9B, there exist nonisomorphic 
principal indecomposables Ae, and Aeg , such that l(Aei) = l(Ae,#), e,Ae, # 0, 
and ej,Ae, # 0. From k = j or k =i’ follows Aej E Aej* (Lemma 3.1). 
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Hence K < j and k <f. But then, Theorem 3.9A Corollary implies 
l(AeJ = l(Aej,). Thus the hypothesis that (P) holds is violated. 
To properly interpret Proposition 5.4 we need a lemma about finite partially 
ordered sets: 
LEMMA 5.5. Suppose that the @site set Q is partially ordered by y. For 
q E Q, let G(q) = {p E Q 1 p/q and p # q}. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(I) G(q) = G(q’) for q # q’ implies either qyp or q’“yp for every p E Q. 
(II) i G(q) I = I G(q’) I for 4 f 4’ . ~1 sm ies either q”yp or q’“yp for every 
P EQ. 
(III) No two non-y comparable lements of Q have a lower bound. 
Proof. If (II) fails, (III) obviously fails. That (II) implies (I) is trivial. 
So assume (III) fails. Hence there exist non-y comparable elements q, q’ E Q 
and an element p E Q such that gyp and q’yp. Since Q is finite, we may suppose 
q, q’ is a maximal pair of non-y comparable elements with the property: 
qrp and q’yp. 
Let s E G(q) and suppose s 6 G(q’). Th en, since q’yq, it follows that s and 
q’ are non-y comparable. But srp and q’yp. By the maximality of the pair 
q, q’, s = q. This contradiction implies G(q) C G(q’). Similarly, G(q’) C G(q). 
Thus (I) fails. 
If y is a finite partial ordering possessing a unique maximal element, 
condition (III) of Lemma 5.5 means that y is a tree. 
Using Lemma 5.5, we may restate Proposition 5.4 as: 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Every principal indecomposable of A has a unique compo- 
sition series if and only if the partial ordering p defked by ipj if Dii # 0 is a 
tree and [Dij : DJ = 1 whenever Dij # 0. 
We may restate this result as a formal theorem: 
THEOREM 5.7. Suppose that A is an indecomposable ring with identity and 
minimal condition on left ideals which is faithfully represented on its left socle 
and possesses the property that every principal indecomposable left ideal contains 
a unique minimal left ideal. Let Ae, , Ae, ,..., Ae, be a full set of nonisomorphic 
principal indecomposables where the ei are idempotents. Let p be the partial 
ordering of {1,2,..., r} defined by ipj if e,Aej # 0. Then every principal inde- 
composable ft ideal of A has a unique composition series if and only if p is a tree 
and every principal indecomposable ft ideal of A has a composition series 
without repeated factors. 
Proof. We may suppose that the ej form a set of mutually orthogonal 
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idempotents. Then the reduced ring A’ = Ci,j-i e,Ae, of A (see Note C- 
Appendix) is a direct sum of the nonisomorphic principal indecomposables 
A’ei. The A’e, also define the partial ordering p. By Theorems 0.8 and 
4.1 there exists a skewfield D whose additive group has r2 subgroups Dij such 
that A’ N {(dii)lGi*jGs 1 dij E Dij). Furthermore, we may arrange things so 
that the partial ordering defined by the Dij is precisely p (see, for example, 
the diagrams in the proof of Theorem 4.1). So Proposition 5.6 implies the 
theorem holds when A is its own reduced ring. That the theorem holds in 
general follows from Theorem 0.8(3). 
APPENDIX 
The purpose of this Appendix is the reduction of the theory of rings with 
identity and minimal condition to the theory of such rings which are a direct 
sum of skewiields modulo their radical. We have used this reduction technique 
along with the explicit construction involved at crucial points in our paper. 
Many of the results of our appendix will be known to other mathematicians. 
The only published account of these results I know of (for this knowledge I am 
indebted to a letter from R. Brauer) is contained in [4]. However, [4] omits 
all proofs as well as some material vital to our special interests. 
The reduction mentioned above may be effected (see [4]) even for rings 
with minimal condition, but without identity. However, this is done only at a 
considerable loss of simplicity and is irrelevant to our paper. 
We proceed by first proving some elementary lemmas: 
LEMMA 0.1. If A is any ring and e and f are idempotetats of A, then 
HomA (Ae, Af) = {R, 1 x E eAf} where R, denotes the map of Ae into Af 
induced by right multiplying by an element x of eAf. 
Proof. If a E A, b E Ae and x E eAf, R,(ab) = abx = aR,(b) E Af. So 
x --f R, is a Z-homomorphism (Z= ring of integers): eAf -+ Horn,, (Ae, Af ). 
Also, 4 E HomA (Ae, Af) +4(e) = #(e2) = e+(e) E eAf is a Z-homomor- 
phism. 
Now 
and 
xEeAf+R,+R,(e)=ex=x 
4 E HomA 6% Af) -+4(e) - %ce) = 6 
The latter holds since, if y E Ae, 
RM(Y) = r#(e> = 464 = +(Y). 
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LEMMA 0.2. If J is a left A-module and Ae II Af, then ke] = AfJ. 
Proof. By Lemma 0.1, there exists u E eAf and w E fAe such that 
Aeu = Af and Afv = Ae. Hence Af J = Aeu J c Ae J and Ae J = Afv J C Af] 
LEMMA 0.3. If Ae % Ae’ and Af N$ Af ‘, then eAf =+-I(~*)~ e’Af’ 
(as Z-modules) where by $-l(e’) I# is meant the map x + +-l(e’) #(x) of eAf 
into e’Af ‘. 
Proof. Using Lemma 0.1, we see that’ the sequence of isomorphisms 
eAf -+ HomA (Ae, Af) -+ Horn, (Ae’, Af ‘) -+ e’Af’ takes 
x E eAf -+ R, + tj o R, o 4-l + 4 o R, o q3-l(e’) = $-l(e’) #(x). 
LEMMA 0.4. Suppose that Ae za Ae’, Af sp Af ‘, and Ag E,, Ag’. Then 
the diagram 
eAf x fAg - e& 
c+@‘)P1 Hf’)~~ a-Ye?yI 
e’Af’ x f’Ag’- e’Ag’ 
commutes with respect to the multiplication in A. 
Proof. Let x E eAf and y E fAg. Then x --f x’ = a+(e’) p(x), 
JJ-+Y’=k’(f’) ( )Y d y y an xy -+ (2~) = a-l(e’) y(q). We calculate: 
x’r’ = 44 B(x) 8-‘(f ‘) r(r) = de’) B”(/Wf ‘) r(r) 
= a-l(e’) /3+3(x)) y(y) = a-l(e’) xy(y) = d(e’) y(xy) = (xy)‘. 
Note A. We suppose now that A is a ring with identity haying a decompo- 
sition 
A = C Aeia , 
ldidr 
1 <a<m* 
(1) 
where the eior are mutually orthogonal idempotents and AeQ N Aeip if 
1 < OL, fi < m, . (There is always one such decomposition, namely, A = Al.) 
We shall use the notation 
c to mean c - 
i,a lS&j....(r 
i,B 14-3?8~ 
I G%mj 
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Since A = ii,, ei,A, we have 
(direct sum as Z-modules). We now construct an additive subgroup of the 
additive group of A by setting 
A’= c eilAej, . 
1 gi,J<r 
Note that eilA’ej, = eilAej, . It is clear that (A’)2 C A’, whence A’ is a ring. 
Furthermore, A’ has an identity 1’ = xi=, ei, . Let us set ei = ei, for 
1 < i < Y. Then, since the ei form a set of mutually orthogonal idempotents 
in A’, we have a decomposition 
A’ = 1 A’e,. 
l<i<t 
(2) 
Note that if we fix integers 4 ,..., 01,. where 1 < oli < mi, the ring 
is ring-isomorphic to A’. This follows easily from Lemmas 0.3 and 0.4. 
We next relate some of the properties of A and A’. 
PROPOSITION 0.5. If A and A’ are the rings dejked in Note A, the following 
statements hold: 
(i) I + I n A’ = I’ is a lattice isomorphism between the lattice of left 
ideals of A contained in Ae, and the lattice of left ideals of A’ contained in 
A’e, . The inverse is given by I’ --f AI’. 
(ii) T + T n A’ = T’ is a lattice isomorphism between the lattice of two- 
sided ideals of A and the lattice of two-sided ideals of A’. The inverse is given by 
T’-+ AT’A. 
(iii) If P is a left and Q a two-sided ideal of A, then 
(P : Q) n A’ = (P n A’) : (Q n A’). 
(Here the quotient on the left hand side of the equality is taken in A while the 
one on the right hand side is taken in A’.) 
(iv) If P and Q are both two-sided ideals of A, then 
PQ n A’ = (P n A’) (Q n A’). 
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Proof. (i) Suppose I < Aej . Then it is clear that I n A’ = Ci eiI < A’e, . 
So A(I n A’) = C( AeiI = xi,= Aei,I = AI = 1 by Lemma 0.2. 
On the other hand, suppose J $ A’e, . Since A] < Ae, , 
A] n A’ = C eiAJ = c ei (c Aeku) I = 7 ei (; Aed) 
i i k.a 
= 2 e,Ae, J = A’] = J. 
(ii) Let T be a two-sided ideal of A. Then clearly, T n A’ = Cis3 e,Te, 
is a two-sided ideal of A’. 
A(T n A’) A = 2 AeiTejA C c Ae,TejpA = ATA = T. 
ii (P 
I,@ 
Now by Lemma 0.1, AejA 2 Aeja for 1 < /3 < q . So, for such 8, 
TejA 2 Teja . But, by Lemma 0.2, Ae,T3_ eioT for 1 < 01< m, . Hence 
AeiTejA 1 e,TejA 3 eiuTejs for 1 < (Y < mi and 1 < /3 < mj . Thus 
A( T n A’) A = T follows. 
Conversely, assume that U is a two-sided ideal of A’. Since AUA is a 
two-sided ideal of A, 
AUA n A’ = c eiAUAej = c eiAeisUei*Aej = A’UA’ = U. 
i,i ., .I t,J,t .J 
(iii) The inclusion from left to right is trivial. 
Let a’ E (P n A’) : (Q n A’) where a’ E A’. Then 
Qa’ = A&a’ = 1 AeiuQeja’ = c Ae,Qep’ 
i,.a i,i 
3 
=A(QnA’)a’CA(PnA’)CAP=P, 
(by Lemma 0.2). This proves the inclusion from right to left. 
PQ n A’ = c eiPQej = c eiPAelc&ej (by Lemma 0.2) 
i,i Gi 
k,a 
= z, eiPAe,Qej = ~kd'~kQe~ = (z eipej) (& ei’Qef) 
= (P n A’) (Q n A’). 
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PROPOSITION 0.6. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) A has minimal condition on left ideals and the decomposition in (1) 
[see Note A] is a decomposition of A into principal indecomposables Ae, of A 
such that Ae, N Ae,, only if i = j. 
(b) A’ has minimal condition on left ideals and the decomposition in (2) 
is a decomposition of A’ into principal indecomposables A’e, of A’ such that 
A’ei N A’ei only if i = j. 
Proof. As follows from Proposition 0.5(i), A has the minimal condition 
if and only if A’ does. Similarly, if either is the case, Ae, is a principal inde- 
composable (for 1 < 01 < mi) if and only if A’ei is. So it is sufficient to show 
(in the presence of the minimal condition) that Ae, N Ae, if and only if 
A’ei ‘v A’e, . 
We have AeiAej n A’ = Cb e,AeiAej = & e,A’eiA’ei = A’e,A’ej . But, 
in any ring, a nilpotent left ideal is contained in a nilpotent two-sided ideal. 
Therefore, it follows from Proposition 0.5(ii) and (iv) that AeiAej is nilpotent 
if and only if A’eiA’ej is nilpotent. This implies the desired result. 
We now see how to recover the ring A from the ring A’: 
Note B. Let A be the ring of all matrices of the form 
where a$ E eiA’ei (= eiAej). In other words, A is the ring of all 7 x I 
blocked matrices 
B,, B,, *a. 4, 
4, B,, ..* 4, 
where Bij is the mi x mj matrix 
By Lemmas 0.3 and 0.4, there exist Z-module isomorphisms 
4: : eiJej, --t eiAej -+ 0 
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such that the diagrams 
etAe, X e@ej B e,Aej 
commute with respect to multiplication in A. It is clear that the map 
which takes 
(where a$ E eiJe,,s) to the matrix (&:(a$)) is a Z-isomorphism of A onto A. 
That this map is actually a ring-isomorphism follows from the commutativity 
of the above diagrams: 
The construction of A depends on the A’e, only up to isomorphism: 
That is, suppose A’ = &i,, A’fi , where A’& N A’ei and the fi are 
mutually orthogonal idempotents of A’. Then we use Lemmas 0.3 and 0.4 to 
construct the obvious isomorphism of A onto the ring of all matrices of the 
form 
1<t.5<+ 
l<U<VZ, 
(C$)l-y C$ E fiiz’fj e 
Note C. Suppose now that A is a ring with identity and minimal con- 
dition on left ideals. Let Ae, ,..., Ae, be a full set of nonisomorphic 
principal indecomposables where the ei form a set of mutually orthogonal 
idempotents. We call the ring xl<i j<r e,Ae, the reduced ring of A. (This is . . . 
the same terminology used by Brauer in [4].) Lemmas 0.3 and 0.4 imply 
that the reduced ring is independent (up to isomorphism) of the choice of 
principal indecomposables Aei . 
Since xi et is idempotent, xi Aei = A xi ei is a direct summand of A as 
a left A-module. Hence the Ae, may be included in a set of principal inde- 
composables of A whose direct sum is A. This means that everything siad 
above for A and A’ holds for A and its reduced ring. 
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where the Ajio, are principal indecomposables arranged so that Afid ‘v Afia 
if and only if i = j. The numbers m, ,... , m, are uniquely determined by the 
ring A. We call them the multiplicities of A. Each mi is uniquely determined 
by the class of principal indecomposables of A isomorphic to Af,, . We 
call mi the multiplicity corresponding to the primitive idempotent fir . Two 
rings with identity and minimal condition on left ideals possessing the same 
multiplicities are called equivalent if they have isomorphic reduced rings. 
With this terminology we can state: 
THEOREM 0.7A. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of 
equivalence classes of all rings with identity and minimal condition on left ideals 
having a given set of multiplicities and the set of isomorphims classes of 
rings with identity and minimal condition on left ideals which are a direct sum 
of skewJelds module their radical. This correspondence is given by A -+ the 
reduced ring of A. 
Proof. A ring with identity and minimal condition is a direct sum of 
skewfields modulo its radical if and only if it is a direct sum of nonisomorphic 
principal indecomposables. So the theorem follows from the discussion 
in Note C together with the construction in Note B and Proposition 0.6. 
The construction in Note B shows that any primitive idempotent of the 
reduced ring of A is also a primitive idempotent of A. So by the same con- 
siderations as in the proof of Theorem 0.7A, we have: 
THEOREM 0.7B. Suppose that positive integers m, ,..., m, are given together 
with a ring A’ with identity and minimal condition on left ideals. Suppose further 
that A’ is a direct sum of principal indecomposables A’e, ,..., A’e, no two of 
which are isomorphic (where the ei are idempotents of A’). Then, among all 
rings with identity and minimal condition on left ideals having the multiplicities 
m1 ,..., m, and reduced ring A’, there exists a unique (apart from &morphism) 
ring A such that each m, is the multiplicity corresponding to the primitive idem- 
potent ei of A. 
We next summarize some of the basic relationships between a ring and its 
reduced ring needed in this paper: 
THEOREM 0.8. Let A be a ring with identity and minimal conditson on left 
ideals and let A’ be the reduced ring of A. Then A’ also has an identity and 
minimal condition on left ideals. Furthermore, the following statements hold: 
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(1) A’ is a direct sum of principal indecomposables no two of which are 
isomorphic. (Equivalently, A’ is a direct sum of skewfields modulo its radical.) 
The number of distinct isomorphism classes of principal indecomposables of A’ is 
the same as the number of distinct isomorphism classes of principal indecompos- 
ables of A. 
(2) The lattice isomorphism: T--f T n A’ of the lattice of two-sided ideals of 
A onto the lattice of two-sided ideals of A’ also preserves products and quotients. 
This isomorphism sends the radical of A to the radical of A’ and the left socle of A 
to the left socle of A’. In particular, A is faithfully represented on its left socle 
if and only if A’ is faithfully represented on its left socle. 
(3) If e is a primitive idempotent of A’, then the correspondence I + I n A’ 
is a lattice isomorphism between the lattice of left ideals I of A contained in the 
principal indecomposable Ae of A and the lattice of left ideals of A’ contained 
in A’e. Also, the Loewy length of Ae is the same as the Loewy length of A’e. 
(4) If T is a two-sided ideal of A, then the reduced ring of AIT is isomorphic 
to A’/(T n A’). 
Proof. We have already observed preceding the statement of Theorem 
0.7B that every primitive idempotent of A’ is a primitive idempotent of A. 
So, except for the statement about Loewy length, (2) and (3) follow immedi- 
ately from Proposition 0.5. To prove l(Ae) = l(A’e), notice that 
Q n A’e = (Q n A’) e for any two-sided ideal Q of A (or of A’). Hence, 
where N is the radical of A, 
((0 : Ni) n Ae) n A’ = (0 : Ni) n A’e = ((0 : Ni) n A’) e 
= (0 : (N n A’)i) n A’e. 
So l(Ae) = l(A’e) follows. 
(1) is implied by Proposition 0.6. 
To prove (4), let 
A = c Aei, , 
l<iSY 
where the eL are mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents and Aeio N Ae,, 
if and only if i = j. We may assume A’ = &i,jG7 ei,Aej, . If we set 
A = AIT, C;gi<r.l<rr<m 4, is a decomposition of A into principal inde- 
composables Ati, of A (for the ACHE # 0). Since e,, E T implies eio, E T for 
I <a<tni,AFi,=i5ifandonlyifAC<,=Uforeveryawithl <a<mi. 
Therefore, it follows that CiCa j<,. zil .*. Acj, is the reduced ring of A. But the 
ring A’/T n A’ is isomorphic to (A’ + T)/T = A. Hence (4) follows. 
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